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for Equity mission at WCU will only succeed eliminating
institutional equity gaps in student success with broad participation by our
campus community. We refer to Moon Shot as mission rather than an initiative
because it is different earlier equity work. primary distinction isour

understanding the necessity to include the voices ofour entire
community of students, staff, and faculty in eliminating institutional inequity.
We are committed to engaging everyone at WCU in Moon
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Shot.
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next phase likely involve you. Goal Teams now
focused on inquiry phase their work -- policies

procedures, well as understanding how policies and procedures are
perceived and experienced

our

students. this end, Goal Team members
will ask campus share their knowledge and experience.
hope when asked, you will take some time share your experience them.
Goal Teams will use this information to craft recommendations policy and
practice changes to realign to be more equitable for

our
Black and Latinx

students. are excited to launch this inquiry phase, more
campus community this mission.
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https://www.wcupa.edu/moonShot/Moon%20Shot%20Update%20Jan%202023.pdf
https://www.wcupa.edu/moonshot/
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saw fall pilot launch
various tools faculty, staff,
and students. One of most
used tools was the ProgressProgress
Reports.Reports. The image the
indicates how those were utilized.
We would like to thank the
faculty and staff for their continued
work to implement Navigate.

https://www.wcupa.edu/navigate/progress-reports.aspx
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Close institutional equity undergraduate students in:gaps for Latinx
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https://www.wcupa.edu/moonShot/EAB%20Acct%20Instructions.pdf
https://sshelco-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/11s0gog/01SSHELCO_WCHESTER_ALMA51221323760003573
mailto:moonshot@wcupa.edu



